It's Better: Primal Atom
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The original atom of Georges Lemaitre, or the big bang in English, was the beginning of the universe. From a very small thing began to appear the elements, matter, gases, liquids, such as water, then the nebulae, within them the solar systems with their planets, satellites and comets. A small solar system in a corner of a small galaxy called the Milky Way had several planets, some large and some other; among the children one had water where with the passage of time chlorophyll organisms appeared that needed the solar rays to live and develop, then they began to form beings that could move, the animals of which had microscopic to gigantic. Many millennia later Eva and Adam appeared, who were very good animals but one day it occurred to them to sin and they stopped being animals. The animals do not sin and for the first time they felt naked.

If Eve had not sinned now we would all walk naked, we would be very good little animals and Jesus of Nazareth would not have had to come, because He came for sinners, not for the saints or the virtuous.

A good atheist, sincere, can say that he does not believe in God, but he must believe in the primal atom, that analyzing his existence can be considered to be God.
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